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FEDELE Castilla y León was founded with the 
intention of uniting the efforts and interests of the 
best schools in the sector, and promoting solidarity 
and collaboration among its members.

What guarantees do we offer?
All member schools guarantee the high quality of 
their courses, accommodation and other services 
through accreditation by the Instituto Cervantes 
(Accredited Center). These guarantees include:

meet quality requirements in the teaching 
of Spanish;

comply with the legal requirements for 
teaching;

have adequate resources for teaching;

have a team of teachers with appropriate 
qualifications and training;

follow a teaching plan that guarantees 
adequate progress;

establish a maximum number of students 
per class;

To carry out a truthful advertising in 
relation to the offer;

clearly detailing the prices of courses and 
complementary services.

What does Castilla y León 
offer you?

Many of its destinations such as Ávila, 
Salamanca and Segovia (three World 
Heritage Cities) and unique places such as 
the Cathedral of Burgos or the Atapuerca 
site, with testimonies of the first settlers of 
Europe, are essential visits. The famous 
Camino de Santiago, one of the most 
important pilgrimage routes in the world, 
also passes through Castile and Leon.



What are our objectives?

Among the objectives set out in the association's statutes, it is worth mentioning

the will to defend and guarantee the quality and image of the sector;

the promotion of Spanish as a foreign language through collaboration with public and 
private institutions;

the defense of the professional and economic interests of its members, and of professional 
ethics.



Ávila (Castilla y León)

Where is it located?
Ávila is a Spanish city and municipality, located in the 
province of Ávila, in the autonomous community of 
Castilla y León. It is located next to the course of the 
Adaja River and is the highest provincial capital in Spain, 
at 1131 m above sea level, which means that snowfalls 
are relatively frequent in the city center during the winter.

The iconic wall of Ávila can be visited with a route of 
1,700 meters. Its views of the Cathedral, the Plaza 
del Mercado Grande or the city's surroundings are 
well worth a climb. This cathedral is considered the 
first Gothic cathedral in Spain and is attached to the 
wall because it was also designed as a fortress.
Todo ello sin olvidar su capital, que guarda en sus 

Its walls

Ávila is a quiet city that invites you to enjoy the time 
calmly. For example, the moment of sunset from the 
viewpoint of the Four Poles. If you approach it at 
nightfall, you will discover the view of the wall 
illuminated in the dark.

The hour of the food is also a good moment to enjoy 
in Avila. Its meats are famous, especially the veal 
chop; and the beans from El Barco de Ávila and the 
egg yolks from Santa Teresa are very popular. You 
can taste everything with the DegustÁvila menus 
that you will find in many restaurants in the center.

Special moments



Spanish school and DELE exam center with more than thirty years of 

experience, officially approved and recognized teaching, individual and 
group courses, levels from beginner to master. The approach is 
pragmatic-communicative. We guarantee full cultural immersion. We 
offer school programs for Spanish teachers and study abroad programs 
for universities. Specialists in DELE preparation. We also offer courses 
in business Spanish, medical Spanish, legal Spanish, Spanish for 
journalism, sports, tourism, history, literature, art, daily culture of Spain 
and internship programs.

Martín Carramolino Street, 6, 05001

 Ávila, España
+34 920 222 773 // secretaria@iema.com // director@iema.com 

 

www.iema.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Spanish + internship

Private lessons
Teacher training
Spanish language and culture
Spanish through its photographs and Business 
Spanish

>
>
>
>
>
>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Facilities with terrace
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and sports activities
Accommodation search

Health Insurance
Dance and cooking workshops
Language exchange

>
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
> 
>
>
>



Salamanca (Castilla y León)

Where is it located?
Salamanca is a municipality and Spanish city, capital of 

the province of the same name, located in the 

autonomous community of Castilla y León. It is located in 

the region of Campo de Salamanca, in the middle of the 

Northern Plateau, in the northwest quadrant of the 

Iberian Peninsula.

To enter the monuments of Salamanca is to do so in 

a world of legends and stories to be discovered. A 

good walk begins in its famous Plaza Mayor, the 

meeting point par excellence in the city. Having a 

coffee in the mythical Novelty, contemplating its 88 
arches or sitting quietly on any of its terraces is 

really worthwhile.

City of secrets

What is sure to be no secret is how well one eats in 

this city. Some of its typical products are the 

sausages, the ham from Guijuelo or the popular 

hornazo -an empanada filled with egg and 
ingredients such as loin, chorizo...-. You can buy 

them to go, although eating them here will surely 

taste better.

Speaking of shopping, the pedestrian streets of Toro 

and Zamora are full of stores and in the Plaza del 

Liceo you can even go shopping in the reconditioned 

church of the old San Antonio el Real convent.

To enjoy



Spanish school located in the heart of the city of Salamanca, where you will 

learn in an easy, fast and dynamic way in a family atmosphere. We offer a wide 
variety of Spanish courses for all levels all year round, with flexible timetables 
and individual attention. Our groups are small: maximum 10 students. Very 
competitive prices. We have already available online and distance courses, 
teacher training and cultural courses oriented to the teaching of Spanish. We 

have an accommodation allocation service: Spanish families, shared 

apartments, university residences, etc. We also have a wide range of activities 

available all year round: cultural, leisure, sports, etc.
Berceo Salamanca, your best option to improve and practice Spanish!

Pedro Cojos Street, 7, 37001 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 213 564 // berceo@berceo.com
 

www.berceo.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Private lessons

Online Classes

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Cultural and sports courses

Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Accessible facilities 
Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



Mester has been offering courses in Salamanca (Spain) since 1991. 
More than 4500 students from more than 40 countries pass 
through our school every year. Our commitment is to offer 
motivating and up-to-date teaching. To do this we have a highly 
qualified team of educators, with a great teaching vocation and in 
constant training, modern teaching materials and a teaching center 
that is not composed of simple classrooms, but authentic meeting 
points and entertainment for our students.

Vázquez Coronado Street, 5, 37005 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 213 835 // mester@mester.com
 

www.mester.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 
Private lessons and online classes
Spanish + internship
Teacher training
Spanish language and culture
Sports courses
Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Accessible facilities 
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes
Accommodation search
Health Insurance
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange and sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



In our language school, Colegio de España, you can learn Spanish, one 

of the most widely spoken languages in the world. Since 1973, 

thousands of students and teachers have passed through our courses 

eager to learn or perfect their Spanish. Our center, pioneer in the 

teaching of Spanish as a foreign language, has a team of highly qualified 
ELE teachers who will make you enjoy your classes while you learn 

Spanish. Don't think twice! Learn Spanish in a unique and different 
environment where you will receive a completely personalized treatment 

and enjoy classes in small groups. We are waiting for you!

Compañía street, 65, 37002 

Salamanca, España

+34 923 214 788 // info@colegioespana.com
 

www.colegioespana.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Private lessons and online classes

Spanish + internship

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture and cultural courses

Access exam

Business Spanish

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi 

Facilities with garden or terrace

Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange and sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



The Colegio Delibes is located 5 minutes walk from the Plaza Mayor 

in Salamanca. More than 3500 students come from all over the 

world to learn Spanish every year. It is available all year round for 

10 levels of learning with a maximum of 12 students in each class. 

Programs for individuals and groups start any Monday of the year 

and combine classes, activities, excursions, and accommodation 

with Spanish families.

Julián Sánchez El Charro Square, 1, 37005

 Salamanca, España

+34 923 120 460 // delibes@colegiodelibes.com
 

www.colegiodelibes.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Private lessons and online classes

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Cultural and sports courses

Access exam

Business Spanish

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Accessible facilities with garden or terrace

Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search 

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



Colegio Ibérico was created in 1988 by a group of Spanish teachers and 

is one of the first centers in Salamanca dedicated to the teaching of 
Spanish for foreigners. WHY US: Colegio Ibérico was founded and is 

managed by teachers of Spanish for foreigners. METHODOLOGY: Our 

methodology is based on two pillars: Active participation and 
adaptation of teaching to each student in groups of 6 students 

maximum. SITUATION: Colegio Ibérico is located in the heart of 

Salamanca, 3 minutes from the Plaza Mayor, the social and cultural 
center of life in Salamanca.

Pozo Amarillo Street, 27, 37001 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 267 288 // info@colegioiberico.com
 

www.colegioiberico.com

Available courses:

DELE and CCSE preparation 

Spanish + internship

Online and private classes
Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Cultural courses 

Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Accessible facilities 
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes
Accommodation search
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Sports activities
Language exchange

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



DICE Salamanca is a Spanish language school for foreigners. We offer 
general Spanish courses at all levels, as well as specific topics such as 
courses for teachers, and preparation for the DELE, among others. Our 
goal is for our students to enjoy an immersion experience in Spanish in 
Salamanca that allows them to learn Spanish and Spanish culture in a 
simple and enjoyable way. To this end, we offer our students not only 
courses, but also different types of accommodation and a wide variety 
of extracurricular activities.

Álvaro Gil Street, 18, 37006 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 230 025 // informacion@dicesalamanca.com
 

www.dicesalamanca.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 
Private lessons and online classes
Spanish + internship
Teacher training
Spanish language and culture
Cultural and sports courses
Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Accessible facilities
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes
Accommodation search 
Health Insurance
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

The most important
you can' t see it, you can feel it
Our team of teachers is specialized in teaching Spanish as a 
foreign language and with extensive experience, will help 
you improve your Spanish. On the other hand, our 
administrative team, highly qualified, will guide you in any 
situation, and will also organize multiple activities with 
which you will be fully integrated into the Spanish culture 
and language.



The first time you walk under the stone arches that give entrance to the don 
Quijote Salamanca school, you will be filled with the sense and inspiration that 
can only come from a space built many years before. The interior of the 16th 
century building has been completely modernized, but some of the old stone 
walls have been deliberately left exposed, to put students in direct contact 
with hundreds of years of Spanish history. The classrooms are structured in a 
circle around the central patio, where students can go outside for a breath of 
fresh air between classes. There is also a cafeteria where you can try the 
delicious local cuisine while practicing your Spanish and socializing with other 
students.

 Placentinos Street, 2, 37008 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 268 860 // infocentral@donquijote.org
 

www.donquijote.org

Available courses:

DELE, SIELE and CCSE preparation 
Private lessons 
Spanish language and culture
Intensive and extensive courses 
Teacher training 
Business Spanish
Sports and cultural courses

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Facilities with garden or terrace 
Health Insurance
Transfer from the airport 
Accommodation search 
Field trips and gastronomic routes 
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Hot food

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

LEARN SPANISH IN SALAMANCA
Salamanca and don Quijote, your next destination



Our School offers a wide variety of Spanish courses. We have courses 
for those who have little time (Intensive), for those who need to learn in 
a moderate way (extensive) and for those who want to have it all (junior, 
teens and seniors). All this with a personalized and professional 
attention, always in a close and familiar way, so that you feel at home. 
These 60 years (and more) have made us realize how important the 
human factor is in learning. Our school is of medium size, we have seven 
classrooms equipped with digital boards, air conditioning and updated 
materials.

Cuesta de San Blas S/N  - 37002 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 262 218 // salamanca@sampere.com
 

www.sampere.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation
Training for teachers 
Spanish + internship
Private classes in person + online
Classes for all age groups
Senior course with activities
Conversation and culture classes

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Accessible facilities
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes
Accommodation search 
Health Insurance
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Professional practices

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

instagram.com/estudiosampere



The Hispano Continental, a center accredited by the Instituto Cervantes 

and located in the center of Salamanca, was founded in 1989 to provide a 

pleasant environment in which to learn Spanish. Our teaching methods are 

in constant development and our teachers are native speakers specialized 

in ELE. The most important aspect of our center is the personalized nature 

of the teaching which allows the student to progress easily. Hispano 

Continental offers you extra-academic activities with which to complete 
your learning. Come and study with us, you will enjoy fantastic experiences 
to share with new friends. Great opportunity to learn Spanish and our 

culture. 

Sorias Street, 17, 37002 

Salamanca, España

+34 923 212 344 // info@hispacon.es
 

www.hispacon.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Private lessons 

Online Classes

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Cultural and sports courses

Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Facilities with garden or terrace

Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search 

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



Since 1990 at ISLA we have been offering our foreign students in Salamanca a 
careful and personalized Spanish education, with the seal of quality granted by 
the Cervantes Institute accreditation. We are characterized by the detail and 
care with which we carry out such an important task as the transmission of the 
Spanish language and culture to the rest of the world. We believe in language 
immersion as the driving force behind learning Spanish, which is why we offer 
you, among other things, the possibility of living during your stay in Salamanca 
with one of our Spanish families. We also offer a wide range of extracurricular 
activities and excursions in which you can continue to practice your Spanish in 
a relaxed way while having fun and getting to know part of the culture, 
gastronomy and Spanish life in general.

Plaza de los Basilios 8  - 37001 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 210 394 // info@academiaisla.com
 

www.learningspanish-spain.com

Available courses:

Teacher training
Spanish language and culture
Intensive and extensive courses
Access exam
Language stays for school groups
Alternate Scuola Lavoro Programs 
Programs with University Credits

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning
Facilities with garden or terrace
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes
Accommodation search 
Health Insurance
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange and sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

Spanish courses
to your needs!
ISLA is an award-winning Spanish language school located in 
the historic centre of the enchanting World Heritage city of 
Salamanca, in Castile-León, the heart of Old Spain.

We are passionate about teaching Spanish and looking a�er 
our students. ISLA offers a range of Spanish language courses 
in Salamanca, a unique freetime activity program and free 
study resources for all Spanish learners.



Letra Hispánica is a school of Hispanic language and culture, and a center 

for advanced philological studies, with a wide range of offerings for all 
lovers of the broad universe of Hispanic culture. We have more than 15 

years of experience in providing students and other collaborators with 

tailor-made solutions that perfectly fit their needs and demands. Our 
teaching philosophy is summarized in the motto of Teaching with Delight: 

we like to take care of our students and teachers, providing them also with 

accommodation, transfer services, extracurricular activities, and guided 

tours, among many other options, to learn Spanish in a fun way.

Peña Primera Street, 18, 37002 

Salamanca, España
+34 617 644 784 // info@letrahispanica.com

 

www.letrahispanica.com

Available courses:

DELE and CCSE preparation

Teacher training

Spanish language and culture

Intensive and extensive courses

Cultural and sports courses

Alternate Scuola Lavoro Programs 

Programs with University Credits

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and air conditioning

Accessible facilities

Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search 

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange and sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

Spanish language
and Hispanic cultures
Our methodology is based on the classic motto "teaching 
by delighting", which is why we seek to combine the 
theoretical and practical knowledge taught in the 
classroom with the experiences that a student of Spanish 
can live in their daily work. Our interest in promoting 
contact between students and teachers and professionals 
involved in culture, such as writers and artists, responds to 
this desire for integration.



SALMÍNTER was born in 1986 with the desire to bring today's Spain 
closer to all those interested in the study of SPANISH LANGUAGE AND 
CULTURES. We would like to express our gratitude to the thousands of 
student-friends from all over the world who have been involved in our 
activities, without whom it would have been difficult to achieve the 
objectives we set ourselves and which we believe we are achieving.
SALMÍNTER is an Accredited Centre by the Instituto Cervantes since 
2004 and our Curriculum is adapted to the Common European 
Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR)

Toro Street, 25, 1º, 37002 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 211 808 // info@salminter.com
 

www.salminter.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 
Spanish language and culture
Business Spanish
Intensive and extensive courses
Cultural courses 
Access exam
Private lessons

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi 
Transfer from the airport 
Field trips 
Accommodation search 
Health Insurance
Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange 

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>



We are a high quality international Spanish language school located in a spectacular 

building in the heart of the historic and university center of Salamanca. And the best is 

inside: the staff, the teachers and the good atmosphere. The hundreds of students and 
teachers who choose us every year also highlight our organization and our academic 

program. We are a center accredited by the Instituto Cervantes, an examination center for 
DELE and SIELE, and we offer courses certified by the Universidad Pontificia de Salamanca 
with ECTS credits. We are also a center specialized in the professional development of ELE 
teachers. 

Did we forget something? Many things: a lot of extra-curricular activities in the city and 
trips around Spain on weekends, a careful selection of accommodation (with a family, in a 
residence or in an apartment), help at all times with every detail of the trip and the stay ...

Palominos Street, 23, 37008 
Salamanca, España

+34 923 210 283 // info@tiatula.com
 

www.tiatula.com

Available courses:

Spanish language and culture

Programs with University Credits
DELE and SIELE preparation

Teacher training
Translation and interpretation courses
Language stays for school groups

Alternate Scuola Lavoro Programs

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning

Accessible facilities with garden or terrace

Transfer from the airport 
Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search 

Health Insurance and Sports Activities

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange 

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

4-step route: 
1. You discover us (you are doing it now), and you 

investigate us. You even call or write to us.

2. You come to Salamanca to study Spanish with us.

3.    You enjoy a wonderful experience while learning 

Spanish.

4.    You will remember this experience fondly for the rest 

of your life.

Easy, isn't it? More than you can imagine...



Spanish Courses Unamuno is a center specialized in teaching Spanish for foreigners in 

Salamanca, for more than 30 years. We are a center accredited by the Instituto Cervantes 

and we have the collaboration of the Universidad Pontificia de Salamanca to offer 
university credits in some of our courses. In addition, we are an examination center for 

SIELE and CCSE. The qualification of our teachers, a careful academic program, the 
quality of our facilities and our experience in teaching Spanish, will guarantee your 

learning. And so that you can enjoy your stay in Salamanca to the fullest, we organize your 

individual or group Spanish course down to the last detail: transfers, accommodation, 

activities and cultural visits, excursions.... Put yourself in our hands and live a real 

language immersion! Do you prefer an online course without moving from home? With our 

online training platform supported by tutorials with native teachers, you will learn 

comfortably and at your own pace. We are waiting for you!

Reyes de España Avenue, 25-27, 37008 

Salamanca, España
+34 923 212 055 // info@spanishcoursesunamuno.com

 

www.spanishcoursesunamuno.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Spanish language and culture

Business Spanish, Spanish + internship

Intensive and extensive courses

Sports courses 

Teacher training

Private lessons and online classes

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi and Air Conditioning

Transfer from the airport 

Field trips and gastronomic routes

Accommodation search 

Health Insurance

Dance, film and cooking workshops
Language exchange 

Sports activities

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>



Valladolid (Castilla y León)

Where is it located?
Valladolid is a municipality and a Spanish city located in 

the northwest quadrant of the Iberian Peninsula.  It is 

located in the center of Castilla y León and borders all the 

provinces of the community, except for Soria. 

The city enjoys an intense cultural life thanks to its 

status as a university location, as well as events such 

as the Seminci, the International Film Week, an 

essential date on the Spanish film calendar, or the 
International Festival of Street Theater and Arts.

Another event that marks the life of Valladolid and 

awakens the fervor of its inhabitants is the Holy 

Week. Declared to be of International Tourist 

Interest, its processions are a true parade of sacred 

works of art.

The University building, whose baroque façade is 

decorated with various academic symbols, and the 

Santa Cruz School are proof of the cultural 

importance of Valladolid.

Culture and traditions

Valladolid offers a wide range of leisure and cultural 
possibilities: cinemas, theaters and museums, such 

as the National Sculpture Museum, located in the 

San Gregorio school. This splendid building in the 

Flemish Gothic style, one of the most outstanding 

constructions in Valladolid, stands out for its 

exhibition of polychrome carvings by artists such as 

Alonso Berruguete and Gregorio Fernández.

Leisure and spaces



IH Valladolid is located in the center of the city, in a historic and youthful 

environment ideal for meetings between young Spaniards and foreigners. Our 

general intensive courses are conducted entirely in Spanish, as we believe that 

"total immersion" is the most effective way to help students learn. We are also 
an accredited center by the Instituto Cervantes and an examination center for 

the DELE and CCSE exams. Our team of teachers, in addition to having 

university degrees and specific training in teaching E/LE, has continuous 
training and constant evaluation of their work in the classroom. Our teachers 

are qualified and experienced in teaching Spanish as a foreign language and 
they adopt a dynamic and interactive approach to learning.

Universidad Square 7 D, 47003 

Valladolid, España

+34 983 337 432 // info@ihvalladolid.com
 

www.ihvalladolid.com

Available courses:

DELE Preparation 

Private lessons and online classes

Spanish language and culture

Intensive and extensive courses 

Teacher training 

Access exam

>

>

>

>

>

>

Services:

WiFi 
Air conditioning

Accessible facilities 

Computer with internet access

Transfer from the airport 

Accommodation search 

Language exchange 

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>

>

>

>

>

> 

>

>


